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Abstract
The notion of minimality is widely used in three
different areas of Artificial Intelligence: nonmonotonic reasoning, belief revision, and conditional reasoning. However, it is difficult for
the readers of the literature in these areas to
perceive the similarities clearly, because each
formalization in those areas uses its own language sometimes w i t h o u t referring to other formalizations. We define ordered structures and
families of ordered structures as the common ingredient of the semantics of all the works above.
We also define the logics for ordered structures
and families. We present a uniform view of how
m i n i m a l i t y is used in these three areas, and
shed light on deep reciprocal relations among
different approaches of the areas by using the
ordered structures and the families of ordered
structures.

1

Introduction

The notion of minimality is proving to be a key unifying idea in three different areas of Artificial Intelligence:
nonmonotonic reasoning, belief revision, and conditional
reasoning. However, it is difficult for the readers of
the literature in these areas to perceive the similarities
clearly. The models used differ, sometimes superficially,
sometimes in depth, and the notation is different, making it hard to apply results on, say, conditional logic t o ,
say, belief revision. Even w i t h i n the same area there is
confusion, as, for example, different authors use different formalisms for conditional logic, sometimes without
relating their proposals to the literature. We present a
uniform view of how m i n i m a l i t y is used in these three areas, shedding light on deep connections among the areas.
We clarify differences and similarities between different
approaches by classifying them according to the notion
of m i n i m a l i t y t h a t they are based o n .
The first field in which m i n i m a l i t y plays a crucial role
is nonmonotonic reasoning. Shoham [1987] proposes a
uniform approach to subsuming various formalisms of
nonmonotonic reasoning in terms of preftrenttal relations
among interpretations, Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor
[1990] propose several consequence relations t h a t capture
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general patterns of nonmonotonic reasoning. A consequence relation, denoted by
means that
is a
good enough reason to believe
or that is a plausible
consequence of
We can regard their work as an extension of Shoham's work since some consequence relations
can be characterized in terms of preferential relations
among possible worlds.
The second field in which minimality is discussed
is knowledge base revision and update. Alchourron,
Gardenfors and Makinson [3985] propose, on philosophical grounds, a set of rationality postulates that belief
revision operators must satisfy, Katsuno and Mendelzon
[1989; 1991a] show that the A G M postulates precisely
characterize revision operators that accomplish a modification with minimal change among models of knowledge
bases expressed in a finitary propositional logic.
Katsuno and Mendelzon [1991b] clarify a fundamental distinction between knowledge base revision and update. They propose update postulates in the spirit of the
A G M revision postulates, and show that the update postulates precisely characterize minimal change update operators just as the revision postulates characterize minimal change revision.
The third field is conditional logic, which is concerned
with the logical and semantical properties of counter/actuals, statements such as "if I were a bird then 1 could
fly." Many applications of counterfactuals in Artificial
Intelligence are pointed out by Ginsberg [1986]. Dclgrande [1988] uses a conditional logic to formalize default
reasoning.
There are several different conditional logics, and some
of them can be formulated in terms of minimal change
[Nute, 1984]. According to this minimality view, a counterfactual,
is true if we add its antecedent u to our
set of beliefs, modify the set as little as possible to preserve consistency1 and then its consequent O is true under
the modified set of beliefs. Gardenfors [1988] shows the
difficulties associated with using revision to model this
view of counterfactuals; Katsuno and Mendelzon [1991b]
suggest using update instead of revision. This suggestion
is carried out by Grahne [1991] in a logic of updates and
counterfactuals,
Lewis [1973] proposes conditional logics called VC and
V W . In the semantics of VC and V W , total pre-orders
(in Lewis' terminology, "systems of spheres") play a key
role. Pollock [Pollock, 1981; Nute, 1984] proposes an-

other conditional logic, called SS, the semantics of which
is determined by changing t o t a l pre-orders in VC to partial orders.
In this paper, we discuss fundamental similarities and
differences among the above works, and give a unified
view of all the above in terms of notions of minimality.
A good deal of previous work has been done, especially recently, on comparisons among consequence relations, knowledge base revision and conditional logics.
Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor [1990] point out a relationship between one of their consequence relations and
conditional logics. We extend their result and show more
accurate semantic and syntactic correspondences.
Makinson and Gardenfors [Makinson and Gardenfors,
1991; Gardenfors, 1990] show the relationship between
the A G M postulates for revision and postulates for nonmonotonic consequence relations. Gardenfors [1988] also
investigates the relationship between knowledge base revision and conditional logic based on Ramsey test in
terms of syntax.
He shows t h a t although there are
close resemblances between his postulates for revision
and axioms of conditional logic, it is impossible to formulate conditional logic by knowledge base revision and
Ramsey test. We show the distinctions between conditional logic and knowledge base revision in light of their
semantics, and show t h a t there is a close relationship
between knowledge base update and conditional logic.
Grahne [l991] proposes a new logic in which counterfactual and update are treated in a unified way.
Bell [1989] proposes using a conditional logic, called C,
to extend Shoham's work. The C logic is no more than
SS, although the semantics of C seems to be slightly
different from the semantics of SS.
Boutilier [1990a; 1990b] establishes a mapping between two conditional logics, called C T 4 and C T 4 D , and
consequence relations. We show the differences between
his conditional logics and other conditional logics in light
of notions of minimality. We also extend these results to
other conditional logics.
T h e outline of the paper is as follows. We define,
in Section 3, ordered structures and families of ordered
structures as the common ingredient of the semantics of
all the works above, based on the observation that an
order among possible worlds is a key concept in all of
them. We define logics for ordered structures and families, and give sound and complete axiomatizations for
them. In Section 4, we consider in detail each of the
three areas - nonmonotonic logic, belief revision, and
conditional logic - and show how the works in each area
fit into our framework. Finally, in Section 5 we use our
framework to derive new cross-connections among the
areas.

2

Preliminaries

Let L be a language of propositional logic that may have
an infinite number of propositional letters. Let L n be a
finitary propositional language that has exactly n propositional letters. We denote the set consisting of all the
interpretations of L n by I n . Throughout this paper, we
use V\ /i and <j> to denote a well-formed formula of L.
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that is inconsistent with the current KB is obtained. Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson [1985] propose rationality postulates for the revision operation. Katsuno
and Mendelzon [1989; 1991a] characterize the A G M postulates in terms of minimal change with respect to an
ordering among interpretations. We discuss the relationship between those works and the results on ordered
structures.
Gardenfors and his colleagues [Alchourron et al., 1985;
Gardenfors, 1988; Gardenfors and Makinson, 1988] represent a KB as a knowledge set. A knowledge set is, in
our context, a deductively closed set of formulas in L,
Given knowledge set K and sentence U, K*u is the revision of K by U. K+u is the smallest deductively closed
set containing K and p. K± is the set consisting of all
the propositional formulas. The A G M postulates consist
of the following eight rules. See [Gardenfors, 1988] for a
discussion of the intuitive meaning and formal properties
of these postulates.
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4.3

K n o w l e d g e Base U p d a t e

We discuss the relationship between knowledge base update and families of ordered structures with minimum.
The revision discussed in Section 4,2 is used to modify a KB when we obtain new information about a static
world, while we need another operation, update, to bring
the KB up to date when the world described by it
changes- The distinctions between update and revision
are discussed in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991b].
Katsuno and Mendelzon propose postulates ( U l ) ~
(U8) for an update operator under Ln , and characterize all the update operators that satisfy the postulates
in terms of partial orders among interpretations. The
postulates (U1)~(U8) are defined along the same lines
as (R1)~(R8). However, two important differences exist; one is that ( U l ) ~ U B ) do not Tequire the expansion
condition, that is, even if a KB w and new information
u are consistent, the new KB w o u is not necessarily
equivalent to $ A / i . The other difference is that an update operator should satisfy a "disjunction rule" (U8)
guaranteeing that each possible world of the KB is given
independent consideration.

4.4

C o n d i t i o n a l Logic

The conditional logics consist of the propositional logic
augmented with a conditional connective denoted by >.
If we replace ~> with >, we can regard L~ as a language
of conditional logics,
The various conditional logics are surveyed in [Nute,
1984]. Table 1 shows a correspondence between the proposed conditional logics and the axiomatization in Section 3.3. 3 For instance, the table states that F T O is an
axiomatization of V W .
2

We have not found any conditional logic proposed in the
literature that corresponds to FPO.
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of collection, suggest an incompatibility result similar to
the incompatibility obtained by Gardenfors.
5.4

U p d a t e versus C o n d i t i o n a l Logic

The update operators satisfying (U1)~(U8) are characterized by families of finite, distinguishable, partially ordered L n -structures with minimum. The semantics of
the conditional logic SS (or equivalently C) is determined by families of partially ordered structures with
minimum. We can expect more similarities of update to
conditional logic than those of revision from the above
two facts. To develop the correspondence, we must define an update operator in the context of knowledge sets,
and find postulates for the update that correspond to
(U1)~(U8).
Grahne [1991] proposes a conditional logic V C U 2 having an update operator, and shows the Gardenfors' incompatibility result does not hold in V C U 2 .

6

Concluding Remarks

We define ordered structures and families of ordered
structures (with minimum) as tools to develop a unified
view of existing work on consequence relations, knowledge base revision, update and conditional logics. By
using ordered structures and families of ordered structures, we can show reciprocal relations among the different approaches.
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